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Men have never looked so good
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Where are you a member?

Michael Fassbender
The Irish Charmer on His Toughest Role Yet

Flower Power
The only place to order bespoke Christmas trees and wreaths in London! Galton Flowers of course.

Christmas trees and fresh wreaths are a must at this time of year. Yet, strolling unencumbered place-to-place on a cold, wet evening,倘若 each pine needles as you go, can take the fun out of it. A survey by the National Trust of Galton Flowers’ customer experience reveals that Christmas trees this year are making it a fun experience for Londoners.

The customers seek to understand how to approach this time so that they can use the tree in a way that is more meaningful and special. As the trees took off, Galton Flowers wanted to make the most of trees for both residential and commercial spaces and saw Queen’s Duke Regent process has found a beautiful way to decorate trees for Christmas, stages for film production and lavish wedding receptions.

The trees are made with pines and decorated with fresh flowers that are beautifully. Galton Flowers is the only place to deliver a bespoke service. "Clients who bought one of our trees in the first year of installing have come back every year since," says Smith. For those wanting a more hands-on experience, Galton Flowers offers a day’s Christmas course, making either a wreath or arrangement. Refilled with tea in the morning and time in the evening. Participants can take their work home to hang in pride of place or give to family and family as a gift.

Bespoke Christmas trees range from £55 to £250, and Christmas wreaths from £50. For more information, visit galtonflowers.com.